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The concepts of topology and geometry are of critical importance in exploring exotic phases of quantum matter. Though
they have been investigated on various experimental platforms, to date a direct probe of topological and geometric
properties on a universal quantum computer even for a minimum model is still in vain. In this work, we first show
that a density matrix form of the quantum geometric tensor (QGT) can be explicitly re-constructed from Pauli operator
measurements on a quantum circuit. We then propose two algorithms, suitable for IBM quantum computers, to directly
probe QGT. The first algorithm is a variational quantum algorithm particularly suitable for Noisy Intermediate-Scale
Quantum (NISQ)-era devices, whereas the second one is a pure quantum algorithm based on quantum imaginary time
evolution. Explicit results obtained from IBM Q simulating a Chern insulator model are presented and analysed. Our
results indicate that transmon qubit-based universal quantum computers have the potential to directly simulate and
investigate topological and geometric properties of a quantum system.

INTRODUCTION

The geometry and topology are fundamental concepts in
many branches of the modern physics1, ranging from con-
densed matter physics to astrophysics. The interplay between
these concepts was demonstrated in the two-dimensional (2D)
anomalous quantum Hall insulator, where the topological
gapless edge state is characterized by the Chern number2,3.
This topological effect relies on the non-trivial geometry of
the energy bands, and the geometric properties of them are
fully encoded by the quantum geometric tensor4–6 (QGT).
The imaginary part of QGT is the Berry curvature, which
is responsible for various topics, such as anomalous Hall
transport7,8, Aharonov-Bohm effect9, and topological quan-
tum matters10–12, whereas the real part of QGT corresponds
to the quantum metric, which reflects the distance between
two nearby quantum states in Hilbert space and bears nu-
merous fascinating physical phenomena, including quantum
phase transition13, semi-classical dynamics14, orbital mag-
netism15,16, topological quantum phases17–19, etc. Further-
more, QGT is closely related to superfluidity in flat bands,
which is proportional to superfluid weight in Hermitian20 and
non-Hermitian cases21.

Experimental studies of QGT have been reported in a num-
ber of artificially engineered quantum systems22–28, includ-
ing the superconducting qubits29 and qutrits30 , the nitrogen-
vacancy center in diamond31,32, exciton-polaritons in the pla-
nar micro-cavity33, and cold atoms in optical lattices34. In
addition, most recently, there are additional theoretical pro-
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posals of observing QGT in other mesoscopic systems such
as plasmonic lattice35,36 and photonic systems37,38. Neverthe-
less, these experimental platforms rely on indirect measure-
ments such as performing periodic time evolution29, leading
to extended processing time and erroneous outcomes. Antici-
pating the power and promises of universal quantum comput-
ers in the quantum simulation of topological quantum mat-
ter, developing a direct and robust means to probe QGT, suit-
able for the setting of universal quantum computers, will be
a necessary step. Indeed, with technological advances, there
have been excellent progresses on the use of superconducting
qubits-based quantum computers for studying exotic phases
in condensed matter physics39–55.

In this work, we present a direct scheme to probe all the
components of the QGT on an IBM Q quantum processor, us-
ing the seminal Qi-Wu-Zhang (QWZ) model56. Specifically,
based on our proposed density matrix formalism of the QGT
of the ground state, one may perform a direct measurement of
Pauli operators on the quantum state and then reconstruct the
full QGT for a wide range of parameters in the momentum
space. To implement this direct route, we introduce two dis-
tinct approaches: one being an entirely quantum algorithm by
employing imaginary time evolution to obtain the ground state
without any classical pre-processing, and the other one being
a variational optimization algorithm performed on a param-
eterized quantum circuit (PQC). Both approaches are shown
to be feasible in the measurements of the QGT on IBM Q,
executed parallely on quantum circuits for a chosen range of
system parameters. This feature is markedly different from
Ref.29 where only a single qubit is executed at a time for each
set of parameters. Our algorithms are hence more efficient and
feasible on a universal quantum computer, without requiring
any a priori information of the ground state to calibrate the
initial state29 before the simulation. Interestingly, the quan-
tum imaginary time evolution algorithm is less robust to the
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current-stage noise and gate errors.

RESULTS

Calculation of the QGT from Pauli observables

Chern insulator and quantum geometric tensor (QGT).– Here,
we provide a brief introduction of a general two-band Hamil-
tonian, as well as the expression of quantum geometric ten-
sor. For simplicity, we consider the Qi-Wu-Zhang model56, of
which the Hamiltonian can be explicitly expressed as

Ĥ = dxσx + dyσy + dzσz, (1)

where the Bloch vector d = (dx, dy, dz) = (sin kx, sin ky,m −
cos kx − cos ky), the 2D momentum space parameters are de-
noted as k = (kx, ky) (kx, ky ∈ [0, 2π]), and m is the tunable
Zeeman strength. σi (i = x, y, z) are the Pauli matrices. For
this Hamiltonian, when m ∈ (0, 2), it is a 2D Chern insulator,
and trivial band insulator when m > 2. The topological invari-
ant to characterize this topological phase transition is the first
Chern number3. We focus on the ground state of the Hamil-
tonian from Eq. (1), which we denote it as |ψg⟩. The quantum
geometric tensor can be defined as

Qµν = ⟨∂µψg|∂νψg⟩ − ⟨∂µψg|ψg⟩⟨ψg|∂νψg⟩ (2)

= gµν −
i
2

Fµν. (3)

with {µ, ν} = {kx, ky}. The real and also symmetric part of the
QGT defines the quantum metric

gµν =
1
2

(⟨∂µψg | ∂νψg⟩ + ⟨∂νψg | ∂µψg⟩

− ⟨∂µψg | ψg⟩⟨ψg | ∂νψg⟩ − ⟨∂νψg | ψg⟩⟨ψg | ∂µψg⟩).
(4)

which essentially defines the distance4 between two neighbor-
ing states |ψ(k)⟩ and |ψ(k + dk)⟩ [dk = (dkx, dky)] in Hilbert
space. The imaginary and also anti-symmetric part of it cor-
responds to the Berry curvature

Fµν = i(⟨∂µψg | ∂νψg⟩ − ⟨∂νψg | ∂µψg⟩), (5)

which defines the geometric phase difference of a wave func-
tion undergoing parallel transport along a closed path in the
parameter space. From the QGT, one can calculate the first
Chern number from the integration of the Berry curvature over
the first Brillouin zone

C =
1

2π

∫
T2

Fxy dkxdky, (6)

which characterizes the topological phase transition of the
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1).
Expression of the ground state density matrix in terms of Pauli
observables.– To obtain the QGT, the explicit state vector
form for the ground state (|ψg⟩) is needed for each set of pa-
rameters [Eq. (2)]. However, for any quantum algorithm, the

final state obtained has a global phase which in principle can-
not be measured. This global phase issue indicates that there
is no need to reconstruct the whole statevector with the global
phase. That is, there must be a way to re-express the QGT
without the global phases of the quantum states parameter-
ized by the system parameters. This is indeed achieved here.
Inspired by the idea of quantum state tomography58, we first
perform Pauli operator ⟨σx⟩, ⟨σy⟩, and ⟨σz⟩ measurements to
extract the density matrix of the ground state |ψg⟩, where the
global phase is canceled and the density matrix element is
determined. For any density matrix of a single-qubit ground
state Pg = |ψg⟩⟨ψg| expressed in the matrix form:

Pg =

[
α β
γ δ

]
, (7)

the elements could all be explicitly determined by Pauli mea-
surements of a same quantum state |ψg⟩. The diagonal com-
ponents can be reconstructed by

α = ⟨↑ |ψg⟩⟨ψg| ↑⟩ = |⟨↑ |ψg⟩|
2, (8)

δ = ⟨↓ |ψg⟩⟨ψg| ↓⟩ = |⟨↓ |ψg⟩|
2,

while for the off-diagonal components of Pg, they are

β =
1
2
⟨σx⟩ −

i
2
⟨σy⟩, (9)

γ =
1
2
⟨σx⟩ +

i
2
⟨σy⟩.

More importantly, all the components of the metric tensor gµν
and the Berry curvature Fµν can then be obtained via solving
the following equations

1
2

(
∂Pg

∂µ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂ν
+
∂Pg

∂ν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂µ

)
= gµνPg, (10)

i
(
∂Pg

∂µ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂ν
−
∂Pg

∂ν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂µ

)
= FµνPg,

where Pe = I − Pg is the density matrix for the excited state,
∂µ/ν ≡ ∂kµ/kν , and µ, ν = {x, y}. Also, we have denoted
|∂µ/νψg⟩ =

∂
∂µ/ν
|ψg⟩ and ⟨∂µ/νψg| =

∂
∂µ/ν
⟨ψg|. A more detailed

derivation of how to obtain the above equations in the realm
of density matrix is provided in Methods. In addition, this ap-
proach can also be extended to the non-Abelian case where
the ground states have degeneracies (see Appendix).

Quantum algorithm

Variational quantum algorithm for ground state preparation
and QGT.– Here, we introduce a scheme based on the vari-
ational quantum algorithm59 for the ground state preparation.
This scheme is most feasible for current NISQ-era devices due
to various types of noise. With this algorithm we prepare the
ground state for the two-band model and subsequently obtain
the quantum geometric tensor as well as its Chern number on
IBM Q via direct measurement of different Pauli operator ob-
servables. Full descriptions of post-measurement processing
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FIG. 1. Illustration of variational quantum algorithm (VQA) for the preparation of the projector representation of the ground state
from the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1): Pg = |ψg⟩⟨ψg|. To obtain the target ground state |ψg⟩, one employs a parametrized quantum circuit (PQC)
minimizes the total energy ⟨Ĥ⟩ with VQA, which is composed of the state preparation part (green) as well as the measurement part (blue).
After the optimization, the resulting parameters (θ, ϕ, λ) for U3 gates are obtained, and the final PQCs are then executed on real machines. We
remark that the convention for the U3 gates (U(θ, ϕ, λ)) follows the one from Qiskit SDK57.

or feed-forward procedures on a classical computer to deter-
mine the outcomes are described in Methods.

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the main idea of preparing the ground
state of the Hamiltonian from Eq. (1). For each set of param-
eter (kx, ky), a set of three qubits are used and initialized in
spin-up’s. We use a single-layered U3 = U3(θ, ϕ, λ) gates57

where θ, ϕ, λ are gate parameters to be optimized (see Ap-
pendix for the detailed definition of U3 gate) to form a pa-
rameterized quantum circuit (PQC) for the state preparation
(green), followed by the measurement circuit (blue) for all x,
y and z Pauli operators. The total Hamiltonian energy ⟨Ĥ⟩
is then optimized to obtain a PQC which faithfully represents
the ground state |ψg⟩. Finally, the resulting PQC is sent to
the IBM Q for execution, and the ground state density ma-
trix Pg = |ψg⟩⟨ψg| can be obtained by solving a simple pair of
equations (see Methods).
Quantum ITE algorithm for ground state preparation and
QGT.– In this section, we further explore the possibility of
probing QGT without resorting to any optimization procedure
beforehand. To that end we perform the quantum imaginary
time evolution (ITE)60–66 with post-selection on an additional
ancilla qubit to obtain the ground state of the Hamiltonian on
IBM Q. In contrast with our variational quantum algorithm in
the previous section, our approach is based on a pure quantum
algorithm to obtain the ground state of an arbitrary Hamilto-
nian using the quantum ITE.

In principle, our aim is to physically perform the following
operation on a quantum computer:

lim
τ→∞

e−τH |ψ0⟩/||e−τH |ψ0⟩|| → |ψg⟩, (11)

where |ψ0⟩ is an arbitrary initial state, and |ψg⟩ is the non-
degenerate ground state of the Hamiltonian Ĥ . Here, we
propose to simulate the imaginary time evolution by the two-
band Hamiltonian Ĥ as UTB = e−τĤTB (Here, ĤTB = Ĥ from

Eq. (1) ) when τ → ∞, which can be transformed to an en-
larged unitary operator Ũ67. First, we embed UTB into a 4 × 4
matrixM as follows:

M =

[
uUTB B

C D

]
. (12)

where u−2 is equal to the maximum eigenvalue of U†TBUTB,

and C =
√

I − u2U†TBUTB. B and D can be arbitrary67. Then,
Ũ can be obtained by the QR decomposition49,67–69:

M = ŨR =
[

uUTB I
C I

]
, (13)

where we replace B and D with the identity matrix I, and R is
an upper triangular matrix. We choose B,D to be the identity
matrix I for simplicity49,69. As a result, the QR decomposi-
tion does not change the upper-left block, and therefore the
operator Ũ is the one to be implemented on a quantum circuit.
Since the Hilbert space is now enlarged, an additional ancilla
qubit is introduced and therefore the initial state becomes

|ψ⟩ = |ψ0⟩ ⊗ | ↑⟩A (14)

where ψ0 is the physical state, and the ancilla qubit is initial-
ized in the spin-up state.

The circuit to realize this algorithm is depicted in Fig. 2. In
contrast to the previous VQA approach, for each measurement
of the Pauli operator x, y, z, there is a post-selection of spin-up
on each ancilla qubit:

⟨↑ |AŨ (|ψ0⟩ ⊗ | ↑⟩A) = UTB|ψo⟩ (15)

such that the imaginary-time evolution unitary operator UTB
is acted on the physical initial state, i.e., after its action, the
final outcome state is the target ground state.
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state preparation

measurement of ⟨σx⟩

measurement of ⟨σy⟩

measurement of ⟨σz⟩

|↑⟩A0

Ũ

Post − selection

|↑⟩P0 Ry(−π/2)

|↑⟩A1

Ũ

Post − selection

|↑⟩P1 Rx(π/2)

|↑⟩A2

Ũ

Post − selection

|↑⟩P2

FIG. 2. Illustration of the quantum circuits for quantum imag-
inary time evolution (ITE) and obtaining projection operators
of the ground state Pg. The circuit consists of the part for the
state preparation with a unitary operator U [see Eq. (12)] and the
post-selection (blue), followed by the measurement part to extract
the full density matrix Pg. The initial state is |↑↑⟩ = | ↑⟩A ⊗ | ↑⟩P.
A total of 6 qubits are used where (A0, P0) are for measuring ⟨σx⟩,
(A1, P1) for ⟨σy⟩, and (A2, P2) for ⟨σz⟩. For each pair of the qubits,
the first qubit (labelled with | ↑⟩Ai (i = 0, 1, 2)) is the ancilla qubit,
which requires the final post-selection of |↑⟩, and the second one
(labelled with | ↑⟩Pi (i = 0, 1, 2)) is the physical qubit. After the
post-selection, the result from the physical qubit is normalized as
e−tHTB |↑⟩ /

∥∥∥e−tHTB |↑⟩
∥∥∥. The explicit gate decomposition of U is

shown in Fig. 7 in Appendix.

Results from noisy simulations on IBM Q

We show in Fig. 3 the results of the Berry curvature Fkx,ky

of the two-band model for both algorithms of VQA (m = 1.25
in the non-trivial topological phase, and m = 3.25 in the trivial
phase ) and ITE (m = 1.0 in the non-trivial topological phase,
and m = 3.0 in the trivial phase). Details of our calculations
of the Berry curvature Fkx,ky can be found in Methods. For
VQA, it is found that the real device results [Fig. 3(a)] are
consistent with those obtained from noiseless classical simu-
lation of the quantum circuits for both phases. For all cases,
shallow circuits with only one layer of U3 gates are utilized
[Fig. 1]. From the Berry curvature results, one obtains the
Chern number C as a function of m in Fig. 4 by numerically
performing the integration from Eq. (6) over a 15 × 15 grid in
the first Brillouin zone. Similar to the Berry curvature results,
both real IBM Q device results and noiseless simulations are
consistent with each other, and a sharp transition between the
non-trivial topological phase and the trivial phase is observed
around m = 2. Our findings clearly show that for a NISQ-era
device, a robust and high-fidelity QGT can be obtained via
variational quantum algorithms. Because the state preparation
as well as the measurement circuit is shallow, our approach
could further support downstream operations on QGT itself on

a quantum computer, plus other most recent feed-forward ap-
proaches such as mid-circuit measurements70,71 and dynamic
circuits72 on a transmon qubit-based quantum computer.

On the other hand, for the results obtained using ITE
[Fig. 3(b)], the Berry curvature obtained from the real IBM
Q device has some deviations for both topological phase
(m = 1.0) and the trivial phase (m = 3.0) at certain parameter
points. The real device performance for the Berry curvature is
hence not as high quality as compared that obtained with VQA
[Fig. 3(a)]. This is partially because the VQA algorithm does
not involve CNOT gates from the decomposition of the uni-
tary operator [see Appendix]. Nevertheless, the results for the
Chern number on IBM Q via ITE are qualitatively consistent
with the noiseless results [Fig. 5]. As a consequence, the topo-
logical phase transition could be still clearly captured even in
the noisy simulations on IBM Q. In particular, the numerical
integration of the Berry curvature on a real device is robust for
the topological phase with m < 2 [Fig. 5] even in the presence
of some clearly inaccurate results in the Berry curvature. This
is possible because inaccuracies in the Berry curvature results
can cancel with each other when being integrated. For the
trivial phase, we note that both the real IBM Q device results
and the noiseless results are more consistent with each other
than the topologically nontrivial phase. Indeed, in these topo-
logically trivial cases the intermediate level of noise and the
numerical integration of the Berry curvature itself both help
to yield an almost exact zero value for the Chern number.

To summarize our observations, the ITE approach pre-
sented here does yield the qualitatively correct simulation of
QGT on a universal quantum computer. As a pure quantum
algorithm, the ITE approach has the potential to show quan-
tum advantage when studying different phenomena in con-
densed matter physics. This is especially so when the error
correction on a quantum computer is available and the de-
vice noise is further brought down. In addition to the above
Berry curvature and Chern number simulations from two dif-
ferent approaches, we have shown our results for the quantum
metric tensor (gkx,kx , gky,ky , gkx,ky ) using both VQA and ITE ap-
proaches in the Appendix as well.

To conclude this section, we remark that from a technical
perspective, for both algorithms of VQA and ITE, the quan-
tum circuits were executed simultaneously on the quantum
computer for a variety of varying parameters, in contrast with
previous methods29 where the procedure was conducted se-
quentially. For details of the simulations on IBM Q, see Ap-
pendix.

METHODS

Calculation of the Abelian QGT from a quantum computer.–
As the results obtained from any IBM quantum processor are
counts of the computational basis of qubits, the explicit state
vector could not be extracted from the data, and only the den-
sity matrix can be reconstructed via state tomography73. To
this end, we derived the equation to extract both the Abelian
and non-Abelian quantum geometric tensor.

Here, we show how to explicitly obtain Abelian quantum
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Fkx,ky
Fkx,ky

Fkx,kyFkx,ky

(a) VQA Noiseless, m=1.25

VQA Noiseless, m=3.25

VQA IBM Q, m=1.25

VQA IBM Q, m=3.25

(b) ITE Noiseless, m=1.0

ITE Noiseless, m=3.0

ITE IBM Q, m=1.0

ITE IBM Q, m=3.0

Fkx,ky

Fkx,ky

Fkx,ky

Fkx,ky

FIG. 3. Comparison of the calculation of Berry curvature Fkx ,ky using VQA and quantum ITE. (a) Fkx ,ky calculated using VQA and (b)
Fkx ,ky calculated using quantum ITE. The noisy results were obtained on IBM Q device ibmq algiers. For all panels, we have chosen both
cases from the non-trivial topological phase (m < 2) and the trivial phase (m > 2), and we have set the increment for both momenta kx, ky as
δ = 0.04π.

0.5 2.0 3.5
m

0

1

2
noiseless
IBM Q

FIG. 4. Comparison of the calculation of Chern number with
using VQA. The data in red (blue) color corresponds to the noiseless
(real IBM device ibm algiers backend) results. The shaded grey
area indicates the trivial phase.

geometric tensor in the projection operator formalism. We
consider a general 2×2 Hamiltonian H(kµ, kν), with the ground
state denoted as |ψg⟩, and the excited state denoted as |ψe⟩.
The corresponding projection operators are Pg = |ψg⟩⟨ψg|, and
Pe = |ψe⟩⟨ψe|. Then, it is found that

∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
=

∣∣∣ψg

〉 〈
∂µψg

∣∣∣ψe ⟩⟨ψe

∣∣∣∂νψg

〉 〈
ψg

∣∣∣ . (16)

The Abelian quantum geometric tensor Qµν for the ground

state is

Qµν =
〈
∂µψg

∣∣∣ (I2 − |ψg⟩⟨ψg|
) ∣∣∣∂νψg

〉
=

〈
∂µψg|ψe

〉 〈
ψe | ∂νψg

〉
.

(17)

where I2 is 2 × 2 identity matrix. Now, with the above two
relations from Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), we can then derive the
quantum geometric tensor from projection operator

∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
= QµνPg. (18)

The real part of the quantum geometric tensor Qµν defines
the quantum metric tensor, and its imaginary part is the Berry
curvature74–76

Qµν = gµν −
i
2

Fµν. (19)

Then we are able to calculate both the quantum metric ten-
sor and the Berry curvature from a pair of equations of the
projection operators as Eq. (10).

Because the matrix representation of projector operators
(Pg and Pe) from Eq. (10) is of size 2 × 2, i.e. each matrix
consists of four elements, both the values of gµν or Fµν are
determined by four equations, and therefore we compute the
values of each gµν and Fµν by averaging over all values ob-
tained from all four equations.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we have introduced a direct method to probe
all the elements of quantum geometric tensor (QGT), using
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0.5 2.0 3.5
m

0

1

2
noiseless
IBM Q

FIG. 5. Comparison of the calculation of Chern number using
ITE. The data in red (blue) corresponds to the noiseless Aer sim-
ulator (real backend ibm algiers) results. The shaded grey area
indicates the trivial phase.

the two-band model in the momentum space as a working
example. Utilizing a prevalent NISQ-era IBM Q quantum
processor, we propose two distinct algorithms: firstly, an en-
tirely quantum algorithm employing imaginary time evolution
to prepare the ground state, and secondly, a variational opti-
mization algorithm operating on a parameterized quantum cir-
cuit (PQC) for ground state preparation. We have conducted
a comparative analysis of their efficacy, finding that current
NISQ-era device through the variational optimization algo-
rithm can better capture QGT signatures across a topologi-
cal phase transition. The quantum imaginary time evolution
algorithm yields less accurate results due to prevailing noise
and gate errors, with room for enhancement in the near future
when quantum computer noise levels are further suppressed
with more logical qubits or via error correction77–79. Notably,
both algorithms adopted here are executed on quantum cir-
cuits for a variety of parameters in the momentum space at
the same time, eliminating the need for a priori Hamiltonian
ground state information for calibration. Building on the suc-
cess of the current study, it is of considerable interest to simu-
late the timely object of QGT in non-Hermitian systems. The
theory part of this work has also laid down a solid foundation
towards the simulation of non-Abelian QGT6,80 on quantum
computers.
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Appendix A: Calculation of the non-Abelian QGT in the density matrix formalism

This method can be extended to the Hamiltonian with the degenerate subspace, the geometric quantity to characterize it is
non-Abelian quantum geometric tensor. We now show how to explicitly obtain the non-Abelian QGT in the projection operator
formalism. We consider a 4 × 4 Hamiltonian H(kµ, kν) parameterized by arbitrary parameters (kµ, kν), degenerate ground states
are |ψ1⟩ and |ψ2⟩, and excited states are |ψ3⟩ and |ψ4⟩ respectively. In this case, quantum geometric tensor Q is a 4 × 4 matrix

Q =
 Qµµ Qµν

Qνµ Qνν

 =


Q11
µµ Q12

µµ Q11
µν Q12

µν

Q21
µµ Q22

µµ Q21
µν Q22

µν

Q11
νµ Q12

νµ Q11
νν Q12

νν

Q21
νµ Q22

νµ Q21
νν Q22

νν


. (A1)

with

Qi j
µν = ⟨∂µψi| (1 − |ψ1⟩⟨ψ1| − |ψ2⟩⟨ψ2|) |∂νψ j⟩. (A2)

The relation between the non-Abelian quantum geometric tensor, the non-Abelian quantum metric, and non-Abelian Berry
curvature is

Qµν = gµν −
i
2

Fµν. (A3)

Now gµν and Fµν are all 2 × 2 matrices.

gµν = (Qµν + Q†µν)/2,

Fµν = i(Qµν − Q†µν).
(A4)

The total g and F are 4 × 4 matrices

g =
 gµµ gµν

gνµ gνν

 =


g11
µµ g12

µµ g11
µν g12

µν

g21
µµ g22

µµ g21
µν g22

µν

g11
νµ g12

νµ g11
νν g12

νν

g21
νµ g22

νµ g21
νν g22

νν


. (A5)

F =
 Fµµ Fµν

Fνµ Fνν

 =


F11
µµ F12

µµ F11
µν F12

µν

F21
µµ F22

µµ F21
µν F22

µν

F11
νµ F12

νµ F11
νν F12

νν

F21
νµ F22

νµ F21
νν F22

νν


. (A6)
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We define the following projection operators as

P1 = |ψ1⟩⟨ψ1|,

P2 = |ψ2⟩⟨ψ2|,

Pg = |ψ1⟩⟨ψ1| + |ψ2⟩⟨ψ2|,

Pe = |ψ3⟩⟨ψ3| + |ψ4⟩⟨ψ4|.

(A7)

Then it is found that

∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
= Q11

µν|ψ1⟩⟨ψ1| + Q12
µν|ψ1⟩⟨ψ2| + Q21

µν|ψ2⟩⟨ψ1| + Q22
µν|ψ2⟩⟨ψ2|. (A8)

For the non-Abelian quantum metric

1
2

(
∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
+
∂Pg

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kµ
) = g11

µν|ψ1⟩⟨ψ1| + g12
µν|ψ1⟩⟨ψ2| + g21

µν|ψ2⟩⟨ψ1| + g22
µν|ψ2⟩⟨ψ2|. (A9)

For the non-Abelian Berry curvature

i(
∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
−
∂Pg

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kµ
) = F11

µν |ψ1⟩⟨ψ1| + F12
µν |ψ1⟩⟨ψ2| + F21

µν |ψ2⟩⟨ψ1| + F22
µν |ψ2⟩⟨ψ2|. (A10)

We can use the projection operator to cancel irrelevant terms, to get g11
µν, g22

µν, F11
µν , F22

µν

P1

{
1
2

(
∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
+
∂Pg

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kµ
)
}

P1 = g11
µνP1,

P2

{
1
2

(
∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
+
∂Pg

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kµ
)
}

P2 = g22
µνP2,

P1

{
i
∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
−
∂Pg

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kµ

}
P1 = F11

µνP1,

P2

{
i
∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
−
∂Pg

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kµ

}
P2 = F22

µνP2.

(A11)

But one cannot get g12
µν, g21

µν, F12
µν and F12

µν from the above method, that is to say,

P1

{
1
2

(
∂Pg

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kν
+
∂Pg

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂Pg

∂kµ
)
}

P2 = g12
µν|ψ1⟩⟨ψ2|. (A12)

Then we define two ground states as

|ψM⟩ =
1
√

2
(|ψ1⟩ + |ψ2⟩),

|ψN⟩ =
1
√

2
(|ψ1⟩ + i|ψ2⟩).

(A13)

Corresponding projection operators PM = |ψM⟩⟨ψM |, PN = |ψN⟩⟨ψN |. Eq. (A11) is derived based on subspace {|ψ1⟩, |ψ2⟩}. If we
consider new subspace {|ψM⟩, |ψN⟩}, Eq. (A11) will be changed to

PM

{
1
2

(
∂PM

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂PM

∂kν
+
∂PM

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂PM

∂kµ
)
}

PM = gMM
µν PM ,

PN

{
1
2

(
∂PN

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂PN

∂kν
+
∂PN

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂PN

∂kµ
)
}

PN = gNN
µν PN ,

PM

{
i
∂PM

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂PM

∂kν
−
∂PM

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂PM

∂kµ

}
PM = FMM

µν PM ,

PN

{
i
∂PN

∂kµ
· Pe ·

∂PN

∂kν
−
∂PN

∂kν
· Pe ·

∂PN

∂kµ

}
PN = FNN

µν PN .

(A14)
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Then we can get gMM
µν , gNN

µν , FMM
µν and FNN

µν . Actually, gi j
µν and F i j

µν can be expressed as

gi j
µµ =

2igMM
µµ + 2gNN

µµ − (1 + i)
(
gii
µµ + g j j

µµ

)
2i

,

gi j
µν =

2igMM
µν + 2gNN

µν − (1 + i)
(
gii
µν + g j j

µν

)
2i

,

F i j
µµ =

2iFMM
µµ + 2FNN

µµ − (1 + i)
(
F ii
µµ + F j j

µµ

)
2i

,

F i j
µν =

2iFMM
µν + 2FNN

µν − (1 + i)
(
F ii
µν + F j j

µν

)
2i

.

(A15)

with i, j = {1, 2}. From Eq. (A15), we can get all gi j
µν and F i j

µν. In a word, all the components of non-Abelian quantum metric and
Berry curvature can be extracted from the projection operators.

Appendix B: Additional results for computing quantum metric tensor gµν on IBM Q using variational quantum algorithm

m=1.25(a) (b) m=3.25

noiseless noiselessIBM Q IBM Q

FIG. 6. VQA results of quantum metric tensor gkx ,ky , gky ,ky , and gkx ,ky for m = 1.25 and m = 3.25. Both noiseless simulations and real IBM Q
device simulations are presented here.

In Fig. 6, using the variational quantum algorithm (VQA) approach, we show the results of quantum metric tensor gµ,ν
(µ, ν = kx, ky) as obtained from Eq. (A4), where kx, ky ∈ [0, 2π]. It is found that the results obtained from noisy simulations
on IBM Q are qualitatively consistent with those from the noiseless Aer simulations57 for both topological and trivial phases.
Specifically, we notice that even for the noiseless results, there are a few anomalous points (in orange color) centered around
0, π and 2π for the topological phase, and 0, 2π for the trivial phase. This is intrinsically due to the numerically error in the
calculation: around these parameters in the first Brillouin zone, certain ground state projector Pg elements undergo a sharp
transition and are quite close to zero, and since we calculate the metric tensor values by dividing over those particular matrix
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elements from Pg, it gives such an abnormal points in the results. We remark that the results may be improved in the future when
more logical qubits are available, and the gate errors are further suppressed.

Appendix C: Details of digital simulations on the IBM Q device

(a) (b)

0

1

0

1

2

3

2 4

5

FIG. 7. Unitary operators transpiled into basic gates on IBM Q for: (a) variational quantum algorithm. The U3 gates from Fig. 1 for the
measurement of ⟨σx⟩, ⟨σy⟩, and ⟨σz⟩. (b) The U operators from Fig. 2. For all Pauli operator measurements here, the circuit consists of at most
3 CNOT gates, i.e., an almost constant-depth quantum circuit. For both panels, we only show the transpiled circuits for obtaining the ground
state projection operator Pg = |ψg⟩⟨ψg| at kx = 0, ky = 0 for simplicity, as for parameters considered in this work, the circuit depths are mostly
similarly.
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ibm_algiers

Pauli-X error:

CNOT error:

(b)(a)

Median 2.772e-4

Min 1.660e-4 Max 1.294e-3

Median 7.576e-3

Min 4.739e-3 Max 1.000e+0

VQA:

ITE:

FIG. 8. Details of IBM quantum processor: (a) (upper panel) the geometric layout of ibm algiers device of the 27-qubit Falcon type on
IBM Q81. The circles correspond to each qubit, which is connected by a bond. The color indicates the amplitude of different types of gate
error (lower pannel): single-qubit Pauli-X error, and two-qubit CNOT gate error. (b) Qubits selection for both ITE and VQA algorithms on
ibm algiers. For ITE, a total number of 6 qubits were chosen where qubits (0, 1) are for the measurement of ⟨σx⟩, qubits (2, 3) for ⟨σy⟩, and
qubits (4, 5) for ⟨σz⟩, which is consistent with the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 2. For VQA, a total number of 3 qubits were chosen where
the first qubit (0) is for the measurement of ⟨σx⟩, the second qubit (1) for ⟨σy⟩, and the third qubit (2) for ⟨σz⟩.

In this section, we outline the details of quantum algorithms as discussed in the main text for using digital quantum computers,
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i.e., the IBM Q quantum processor.

1. Quantum circuit implementation of two algorithms on IBM Q

For both methods introduced in the main text, the corresponding circuits are executed on the real IBM Q device on the cloud.
Throughout this work, we used a 27-qubit ‘Falcon’81 processor ibm algiers from IBM Q [Fig. 8(a)]. It is a two-dimensional
lattice consisting of single transmon qubits (circles) connected via bonds [see Fig. 8]. The color on each single qubit and the
bond indicates the single-qubit Pauli gate error as well as the two-qubit CNOT gate error, respectively. All circuit submissions
are conducted via Qiskit SDK57.

For the quantum imaginary time evolution (ITE) approach, for each parameter pair (kx, ky), it requires 6 qubits in total, and it
requires 4 quantum circuits to compute all four required projectors (Pg(kx, ky), Pe(kx, ky), Pg((kx + δ, ky), Pg(kx, ky + δ))). As the
maximum number of circuits to submit to ibm algiers is 300, in order to fully utilize this capacity, a total of 4 × 60 = 240
circuits are submitted for the first epoch of the 60 parameter pairs of (kx, ky) out of the total 15 ∗ 15 = 225 pairs. Then two more
epochs are submitted followed by the remaining 4 ∗ 45 = 180 circuits. In this work, we have tested for other different partitions
of the circuits and this is the most feasible one to be executed on IBM Q within the walltime provided (less than three hours).
The quantum circuit gates decomposition for the unitary operator Ũ for kx, ky = 0 is shown in Fig. 7(b) where there are at most
three CNOT gates. Note that in principle, for the imaginary time evolution to obtain the final ground state, the evolution time τ
goes to∞. For all parameters considered in this work, we found that when τ = 8, the final state already falls into the true ground
state, and therefore we have used τ = 8 throughout this work.

For the variational quantum algorithm approach, the pattern of submitting tasks to IBM Q on the could is similar to the ITE
approach, with only 3 qubits utilized. The unitary operator U decomposition from the PQC is plotted in Fig. 7(a) for kx, ky = 0.

Finally, we also remark that for all circuits illustrated in this work, We follow the definitions of 3D rotation U3 gates from
Qiskit57:

U3(θ, ϕ, λ) =

 cos
(
θ
2

)
−eiλ sin

(
θ
2

)
eiϕ sin

(
θ
2

)
ei(ϕ+λ) cos

(
θ
2

) (C1)

where θ, ϕ, λ ∈ [0, 2π].

2. Measurement and error mitigation with Qiskit Runtime

The default measurement schemes on IBM Q is in the Pauli-z basis, i.e., measuring ⟨σz⟩, and on IBM Q, the measured
outcomes are entirely represented in binary bit strings, i.e. 0 for spin-up (| ↑⟩), and 1 for spin-down (| ↓⟩). Therefore, to calculate
⟨σz⟩, we express it in terms of the normalized counts (or pseudo probability) of spin-up’s and spin-down’s:

⟨ψ|σz|ψ⟩ = ⟨ψ|σ↑|ψ⟩ − ⟨ψ|σ↓|ψ⟩ (C2)

where σ↑ =
[
1 0
0 0

]
, and σ↓ =

[
0 0
0 1

]
.

To measure other Pauli operator expectation values such as ⟨σx⟩ and ⟨σy⟩, a rotation operator before the measurement is
needed:

⟨ψ|σx|ψ⟩ = ⟨ψ|Ry (π/2)σzRy (−π/2) |ψ⟩ (C3)

and

⟨ψ|σy|ψ⟩ = ⟨ψ|Rx (−π/2)σzRx (π/2) |ψ⟩ (C4)

where

Ry(θ) =
[
cos θ/2 − sin θ/2
sin θ/2 cos θ/2

]
, (C5)

Rx(θ) =
[

cos θ/2 −i sin θ/2
−i sin θ/2 cos θ/2

]
.
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Also, the error mitigation of the readout error (measurement error) has already incorporated into the Qiskit Runtime op-
tion82 by setting up the resilience level option during the submission of the tasks. Throughout this work, we set the
resilience level to be 1, and we found there is not much difference for the major results when setting it to other levels.

Finally, we remark that for all results in this work, the total number of shots we applied is 100000, i.e., the maximum number
of shots which the IBM Q device ibm algiers could offer.
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